
Thank you for purchasing the Flight Deck Indoor BASE with TOUR Impact trainer!  
With training, you will be on your way to striking more Solid and Square putts.  
Impact putter face angle accounts for 92% of the initial direction. Flight Deck  
training will help you to improve this crucial position.  
 

Since the impact pads do not allow for a follow through, you will learn to use enough backswing and properly 
create early momentum in the downstroke. The best putters accelerate early in their downstroke and are 
“coasting” into vs accelerating through the impact zone. Flight Deck helps to encourage this technique.  
Poor putters tend to have a short back stroke and a longer follow through due to the over acceleration needed 
to reach the hole. Over acceleration creates more ball skid or launch making distance control unpredictable.  

 

Set up for Indoor BASE and DECK - (Strip style mat) - Larger greens no need to level.  
 

 
 

Basic Training with your Flight Deck 

 
1. Position the ball in the farthest back position between the blocks.  Make a normal stroke and allow the 

blocks to absorb putter impact. 
2. Hold your finish flat against the impact blocks for a minimum of 3 seconds. This helps you ingrain the 

feel of the solid and square impact position. 

 
Advanced Training Drills with Flight Deck 

 

1. Make practice strokes without a ball. Try to strike the impact pads simultaneously and hold the finish. 
Check to see if the center mark of your putter matches up with the centerline of the deck.  

2. Close your eyes and repeat (#1), then open your eyes to check for the centerline matchup position of 
putter and deck.  Next, add a ball, keep eyes closed and make stroke holding your finish.  Again, check 
for centerline match up. 

3. Alternate one-handed training doing your best to hold finish against the impact blocks. Check for 

centerline matchup. 
4. One-handed training and with your eyes closed is the ultimate test! Alternate hands and always check 

for centerline matchup after each stroke. 
 

* DO NOT use the BASE OUTDOORS, it is for INDOOR USE ONLY!!! 



Clean by wiping with a damp microfiber cloth and a mild soap.  


